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The 1955 Oldsmobile was a revised grille, joining the oval outlines of the Starfire concept of a car air intake with a horizontal crossbar and double bumper bombs like those used on 1953 and 1954-made cars. With cars like the 98 Starfire convertible, 1955 was one of the best years of the Oldsmobile.
There was a new side trim, too. A band of chrome similar to the one used at ninety-eight last year started ahead of the front wheel well and narrows backwards to suit the elongated S-curve snaking down from the waist. Everywhere you look, there is a magical touch of Oldsmobile's unmistakable and
exclusive 'flying color' style! The delight of selling brochures this year. The semi-tear wheeled wells, formerly exclusive to ninety-eight, are now also used at 88 and Super 88, and seemed to go well with the new trim. However, the younger cars effect was achieved with a skirt that matched the rectangular
outline of the opening, as introduced in 1954. The most significant innovation in Olds design in 1955 was a completely new body type, not a daily occurrence in Motor City, which appeared in March 1955. It was a four-door sedan, and the Olds was the first manufacturer to offer it in all its lines, confirming
its reputation as a GM innovator. The idea was pre-viewed in 1953 by Motorama with Cadillac Orleans, the predecessor of the sedan de Ville of this division. However, the initial production of the four-door hardtop was limited to the B-body. Olds offered it as a festive sedan in its 88, Super 88 and NinetyEight series, and Buick included it as a four-door Riviera for a special and century. The following year it became available on all three gm platforms, from the A-bodied Chevrolet and Pontiac to the C-bodied Big Buick and Cadillac. The four-door sedan remained a favorite style in the Super 88 and NinetyEight ranges, while the Holiday Coupe was a bestseller among the basic 88. But the new Holiday sedan will soon make its mark. Under the hood, the combustion chamber volume was reduced, increasing the compression factor of the rocket by another quarter point to 8.5:1. The output of the four-barrel
carb version has been increased to 202 gross horsepower at 4000 rpm and 332 pound-feet of torque at 2400 rpm, While the two-barrel version in the 88 climbed to 185 gross horsepower at 4000 rpm and 320 lb-ft at 2000 rpm. The four-barrel engine also became available as an option for 88, an enticing
combination for those who might like the hotter Super 88/Ninety-Eight engine in the lighter 88 body. Some terse observations on how the 1955 Super 88 compared to 1954 were suggested by Al Kidd's 1955 issue Motor Trend: Acceleration: Old Men Accelerates With the Best; ' 55 Super 88 nicks a little

from '54 times in each department. Department. at 50-80 runs: 11.3 on average almost 4 full seconds less than last year. Covers 1/4 mile is only about 1/2 second less than in '54, but it happens 5 1/2 mph faster when it gets there. Has the feeling that he wants to go at all speeds at the top of 109.7 mph.
Kidd may wonder today: Who needs abs? As he reported on Super 88 four decades ago, Braking: Stops is as good as it accelerates. The power brakes work from the low hung suspension pedal; Locked all the wheels of the test car evenly and pulled the car to direct stops. The 1955 Oldsmbile 98 still
had half-tear wheeled wells, but now he was not alone. And given the rolling road behavior of many full-size fifties cars, Kidd had good things to say about the 1955 Super 88 suspension: Readability: A Good Compromise Between Road Ability and Soft Ride Quality. Directional stability is generally good,
but you'll have to fix it in the crosswind. On tight, fast turns, the car will drift a bit and the rear end will break out if you really push it. Here again, the excellent sense of the road through the steering makes the correction easy and the power available at speeds of over 50 mph makes you a master of almost
any situation. Moderate amounts lean on turns, and tubular tires (new this year) protest even conservative turns with squealing. ... Ride: The trip end of the compromise is better than average. The Olds front end now has direct-acting shock absorbers fitted vertically in springs - the result of a smooth ride.
... At maximum speed comfort is exceptional: absolutely no vibrations or front vibrations. With as good a ride as all but the softest-sprung cars, Olds is a safe bet for comfort. Despite locking brakes and screeching tires, the 1955 Oldsmobile was a stunning success, with production for the model year of
583,179 units. It was the highest figure in the history of the division and a record that will stand for 10 years. To put this achievement in perspective, in July 1955, Olds released his 5 millionth car since Ransom E. opened the store in 1896. More than 11 percent of that 59-year-old's total were 1955 models.
However, despite record production. Olds slipped a notch higher in the industry standings, dropping to fifth place behind resurgent Plymouth. For more information on different types of cars, see: Advertising Darren McCollester/Getty Images News/Getty Images Turn Signal Switch in Oldsmobile integrated
with a multifunctional switch that is responsible for operating windshield wipers, cruise control, light dimmers and your turn signal. When the component on this switch is out of order, it's time to replace the entire unit. Replacing the device won't take long. Open the hood to access the battery. Turn off the
positive and negative battery terminals. Remove the steering wheel of the shroud assembly. It's plastic wrapped around the steering column. The case is in Phillips head screws. Twist Twist lever signal forward and pull it out. Place it in a safe place for later installation. Turn off the wiring from the back of
the switch. The wires can be removed by pulling tabs on the side of the connector and pulling until they are free of the switch. Unscrew the two screws by holding the switch in place. The multi-switch is ready to be removed. Screw a new switch to the steering column with a screwdriver of Phillips' head.
Make sure the switch fits tightly to the column. Connect the wiring to the switch. Tap the connector until it clicks into place. Attach the lever to the switch. Push the lever into the switch and turn to the front of the vehicle. Cover the steering column with a shroud lid. Screw the shroud back along with a
screwdriver of Phillips' head. Let's plug in the battery by installing battery terminals. Check the multi-switch by checking each feature to make sure it's installed correctly. The type of screws holding the shroud together may vary, but the process is still the same. Use extreme caution when dealing with an
electrical system. Make sure the battery is insulated to prevent electric shock. Phillips head screwdriver New multi-switch Consumer Reports' Tightwad Tod blog supports the value of holding onto your clunker car rather than trading up-fully supported, reliable clunker, that is. The authors of the magazine
suggest that while your friends, parents or mechanic tells you, the best rule for the necessary maintenance is the recommended service schedule in your owner's guide. What items are not necessary, you can usually do without them? They include radiator tides and new fuel filters... To avoid unnecessary
work, make a copy of the recommended service page, show it to the service manager and say, This is what I want. Simple, but something that most car owners rarely consider. Hit the link to other tips on knowing when your clunker is past its prime. Photo by Bersovskaya. Hold on to this clunker! (Tugwad
Tod) (Pocket-lint) - iFixit has gone all the goodwill for all men with the news that it is licensing all iFixit repair guides to creative Commons BY-NC-SA licenses. Thought to be the largest free release of repair documentation ever, iFixit says: We are committed to making our repair guides available to
everyone in the world, forever, for free. Created after thousands of hours of documenting how to repair Apple hardware, the manuals begin back in 2004 with a repair guide for the PowerBook G3 series, and now numbers 91 Mac guides, 34 for iPods, and steam for iPhones. Lawrence Lessig, founder of
Creative Commons says: iFixit is one of the most important community technology resources in the network. It's wonderful that now they're building their community by giving the community what the community has helped . iFixit says he made a move because he he he - because the world cannot
continue restlessly producing and consuming devices without a plan for their long life cycle. Because people need the ability to take control of their devices and their impact on the environment. And because it's the right thing to do. iFixit says it hopes to post an archive of data in an online archive as well
as seed it through BitTorrent. There's more information in the company's blog for those who want to learn more. Written by Amy-May Elliott. Elliot. 2001 oldsmobile alero repair manual free. 1999 oldsmobile intrigue repair manual free download. 1995 oldsmobile cutlass ciera repair manual free. 2001
oldsmobile silhouette repair manual free download. free 2004 oldsmobile alero repair manual
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